press selection list: pmu pressfax three

Full Text Superzone of Message

1. moscow sovetskaya rossiya 28 feb 91 first edition
   1. tass corr. a. kakovkin report on polozkov visit to ryazan oblast p 2 text 1100

2. v. yelmakov report on novosibirsk laboratory's development of new, simpler method of producing synthetic diamonds for industrial and jewelry purposes p 3 (400) for ud attention

3. unattributed report on pskov obkom's criticism of yeltsin's alleged indifference to 'invalid territorial claims' from estonia and latvia p 2 text 150

4. interview with cpsu deputy general secretary v. ivashko by aleksandr belikov on upcoming referendum, relations with republics, other topics p 4 text 3000

5. apparent text of interregional deputies group statement regarding referendum, plus r. aleksandrov article criticizing statement p 4 ed rep 300 (to provide text of statement)

6. p. timofeyev report on interview with afghan president najibullah on treaty anniversary p 5 text 1200

7. report by unnamed correspondent on criticisms made by foreign economic relations ministry press official i.v. mordvinov of silayev remarks regarding rubles scam p 6 text 900

8. moscow rabochaya tribuna 28 feb 91
   1. ian report citing dep justice minister gubarev on 1990 conviction figures (up 20 percent on 1989) p 1 (50) for ud processing

9. 2. open letter to gorbachev from various academics of ossetian extraction urging 'resolute action' to resolve s. ossetia crisis p 1 (600) for ud attention

10. 3. ian report on 'lithuanian supsov proposals to ussr supsov' on aspects of vilnius-moscow relations p 1 text 200 for pmu processing

11. 4. ian report citing tv address by moldavian president snegur on republic problems p 1 (120) for ud processing

12. 5. ian report on claims by latvian cp first sec rubiks that 3 march poll results could be rigged p 1 (100) for ud processing

13. 6. full-page feature on ufo's, including suggestion from cand. tech. sci. v. bobrov that mysterious sightings in u.s., cancelation of joint u.s.-ussr mars mission might be consistent with americans' having developed 'nuclear-thermonuclear installation' to power spacecraft which they wish to keep under wraps p 3 for ud attention

14. moscow komsomolskaya pravda 28 feb 91

15. 1. g. sapozhnikova report on furor in estonia over pay raise for deputies proposed by tiit made p 1 (400) for ud attention

16. 2. v. aloyan report on parties' reservations over new armenian law banning acceptance of funding or guidance from outside republic p 1 text 250

17. 3. m. alimov report on impromptu meeting at airport between kazakh, uzbek presidents p 1 text 150

18. 4. sovetskaya kirgiziya, sovettik kyrgyzstan newspapers to change name p 1
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5 ya. yuferova report commenting critically on gorbachev speeches in minsk
p 1 text 800
22 6 feature on differing attitudes around country to upcoming referendum,
comprising reports from correspondents and tass, plus commentary by l.
nikitinskiy p 2 (2000) for ud attention
23 7 interview with israeli science ministry adviser i. zemtsov by s.
zavorotnyy and i. chernyak on case for restoration of soviet-israeli
relations p 3 (1300) for UD PROCESSING
24 ye. ovcharenko report on unsc consultations, u.s. reaction to vorontsov
statement p 3 text 450 28/1346z feb BT #9288
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